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Abstract. The recent availability of dynamic, dense, and low-cost range
imaging has gained widespread interest in health care. It opens up new
opportunities and has an increasing impact on both research and com-
mercial activities. This chapter presents a state-of-the-art survey on the
integration of modern range imaging sensors into medical applications.
The scope is to identify promising applications and methods, and to
provide an overview of recent developments in this rapidly evolving do-
main. The survey covers a broad range of topics, including guidance in
computer-assisted interventions, operation room monitoring and work-
flow analysis, touch-less interaction and on-patient visualization, as well
as prevention and support in elderly care and rehabilitation. We put em-
phasis on dynamic and interactive tasks where real-time and dense 3-D
imaging forms the key aspect. While considering different range imaging
modalities that fulfill these requirements, we particularly investigate the
impact of Time-of-Flight imaging in this domain. Eventually, we discuss
practical demands and limitations, and open research issues and chal-
lenges that are of fundamental importance for the progression of the field.

1 Introduction

Computer assistance became increasingly important in health care over the last decades.
Applications include computer-aided diagnosis, therapy support, virtual and augmented
reality for intervention support and training, as well as systems to assist handicapped
and elderly people. One of the key tasks for efficient computer-assistance in health care
is a robust localization and tracking of the objects (operation situs, instruments) and
persons (patient, physician, clinical staff) involved in the specific medical procedure.
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So far, this is typically performed using either (1) optical or electromagnetic track-
ing technologies that require markers to be attached to the target, or (2) by means
of intra-operative radiographic imaging that implies a substantial radiation exposure
to the patient and/or the physician. Marker-based approaches often complicate the
clinical workflow and are thus not widely accepted in clinical routine.

In recent years, range imaging (RI) based techniques for marker-less, radiation-
free localization have experienced a remarkable development with the availability of
dynamic, dense and low-cost RI devices such as Time-of-Flight (ToF) cameras and
Microsoft Kinect. Indeed, these modalities have been applied for numerous applications
in the clinical environment, beyond marker-less localization. The scope of this state-of-
the-art survey is to give a comprehensive overview of the use of range imaging devices
in the context of health care, with a focus on dynamic tasks that require real-time and
non-scanning 3-D perception. To our knowledge, it is the first review to address the
fast growing number of research activities in this area.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The main part of the sur-
vey divides into four fields of application: guidance in computer-assisted interventions
(Sect. 2), monitoring for operation room safety and workflow analysis (Sect. 3), touch-
less interaction and on-patient visualization (Sect. 4), and diagnosis, prevention and
support in screening, elderly care, rehabilitation and assistance for handicapped peo-
ple (Sect. 5). In addition, we outline opportunities and limitations of different range
imaging modalities, practical issues and dedicated software frameworks with a focus on
the specific demands in medical applications (Sect. 6). Eventually, we conclude with a
discussion (Sect. 7) where we summarize the most substantial challenges that must be
tackled to increase the range of potential applications in the particular field of health
care, and identify future research directions.

2 Guidance in Computer-assisted Interventions

Guidance in computer-assisted interventions (CAI) is typically provided by establish-
ing the spatial relationship between anatomical structures (acquired with some imag-
ing modality prior to the intervention) and the medical instruments used during the
intervention. This requires a registration of pre-operative patient-specific models to
intra-operatively acquired data. One of the main challenges in this context is the fast,
accurate, and robust acquisition of the patient anatomy during the intervention. Many
CAI applications rely on modalities with limited imaging quality, such as ultrasound
(US), or expensive and impracticable acquisition procedures, such as magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), or utilize custom designed markers that can be localized with op-
tical or magnetic tracking systems. In contrast, real-time RI holds a simple, marker-less
and non-ionizing alternative in interventional imaging. CAIs based on range imaging
typically follow a generic workflow:

Treatment Planning: Prior to intervention, the patient’s anatomy is acquired using
standard medical imaging modalities such as computed tomography (CT) or MRI.
Commonly, a treatment plan is derived from this data to be applied during inter-
vention. Depending on the application, a simultaneous capture of range imaging
data may be required during this planning stage.

Interventional Imaging: During the intervention, real-time RI allows for a continu-
ous, marker-less and non-radiographic monitoring of the external body surface or
the operation situs.
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Surface Registration: To transfer the treatment plan to the patient, the acquired
RI surface is typically registered to a reference shape being extracted from the
planning data before the intervention. This may involve the determination of the
patient’s orientation and pose, as well as non-rigid deformations induced by respi-
ration, cardiac motion or interventional tissue manipulation. As this chapter is not
intended to review surface registration techniques, we refer to dedicated surveys
for more information [1, 2, 3, 4, 5].

Guidance: The application of the treatment plan to the patient is accomplished by
some sort of guidance that supports the physician during the intervention, e.g. by
means of augmented reality (AR) visualization.

Below, we summarize applications and methods that have been proposed in the context
of RI-based CAI for diagnostic and interventional imaging (Sect. 2.1), radiation therapy
(Sect. 2.2), tomographic reconstruction (Sect. 2.3), open and percutaneous interven-
tions (Sect. 2.4), and 3-D endoscopy for minimally-invasive procedures (Sect. 2.5).

2.1 Patient Setup in Diagnostic and Interventional Imaging

In the past decade, substantial progress has been made in improving the image ac-
quisition process in CT and MRI. However, optimizing the pre-imaging workflow has
been considered only lately. In clinical practice, patient setup and scanner initializa-
tion including patient positioning, table adjustment, and the input of patient-specific
parameters into the scanner software are performed manually, being both tedious and
time consuming [6, 7]. The automation of these steps would reduce both the examina-
tion time and the workload for clinical staff, thereby relieving the health care system. In
CT imaging, the initial patient setup accounts for a substantial share of the entire pro-
cedure. To speedup the pre-imaging CT workflow, Schaller et al. proposed a marker-less
system based on ToF imaging that identifies the coarse location of anatomical regions
for prone and supine patient postures at interactive framerates [6]. The alignment of
the pre-defined anatomical target with the scanner isocenter can then be performed in
an automatic manner by either positioning the treatment table w.r.t. a non-moving ac-
quisition device (CT/MRI), or by transforming a moving acquisition device (e.g. C-arm
CT) to coincide with the target. Note that a calibration between the coordinate systems
of the RI camera and the scanner is required for this approach (cf. Sect. 6). Grimm
et al. investigated the use of RI in the pre-imaging protocol for MRI [7]. In today’s
clinical routine, first, the patient orientation (head/feet first), posture (prone, supine,
lateral left, right) and additional biometric information (body height, weight) must be
specified by hand. Second, the radiologist manually defines the region of interest on
the patient’s body, typically using laser cross-hairs. To automate these tasks, Grimm
et al. proposed a ToF-based system to detect both patient orientation and posture. In
addition, using a model-based optimization framework, the articulated body pose of
the reclined patient is estimated (Fig. 1a). This allows for a computerized localization
of the scanning target, automating the pre-imaging workflow. Natural limitations in-
volve the presence of blankets or additional equipment occluding the external patient
surface, such as optional body coils in MR. In these cases, the localization must be
performed prior to equipment placement.

2.2 Positioning and Motion Management in Radiation Therapy

The automation of patient setup is of particular interest for repeat treatments such as
in fractionated radiation therapy (RT), where the tumor is irradiated in a sequence of
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Fig. 1: (a) Estimating the body pose of a reclined patient on ToF data, for supine
(left) and lateral left postures (right) [7]. The skeleton of the estimated pose is
overlaid, with the right and left extremities labeled in red and yellow, respec-
tively. (b) Patient setup in RT, where the intra-fractional patient surface acquired
with an RI camera is registered to a reference shape extracted from planning
data (depicted in gray). The aligning transformation (in blue) is then applied to
the treatment table. (c) Feature-based multi-modal surface registration between
Microsoft Kinect (bottom) and CT data (top). [8]. The colored lines indicate the
established point correspondences.

treatment sessions. Reproducible patient setup constitutes a key component for accu-
rate dose delivery. Prior to each fraction, the target location known from tomographic
planning data must be accurately aligned w.r.t. the isocenter of the treatment system
(Fig. 1b). Conventionally, this alignment is performed in a two-step procedure, com-
prising (1) manual coarse patient setup using laser cross-hairs and skin markers, and (2)
position verification and refinement using radiographic imaging. Over the past years,
systems for non-radiographic patient setup and monitoring in RT have been proposed
using different RI technologies, including active stereo vision [9], ToF imaging [10],
structured light [8, 11, 12], and light sectioning [13, 14]. These systems estimate the
rigid transformation that aligns the intra-fractionally acquired external body surface
of the patient with a given reference shape extracted from tomographic planning data.
This transformation can then be transferred to the treatment table control for auto-
matic positioning. The focus of early solutions was on setup verification, restricting
the automatic patient alignment to a fine-scale positioning and thus still requiring a
manual setup initialization [9, 13]. The first ToF-based systems for automatic patient
setup in RT were proposed by Schaller et al. [15] and Placht et al. [10]. However, these
systems rely on rigid surface registration techniques and thus do not account for defor-
mations induced by respiratory motion. To cope with this issue, Wasza et al. proposed a
system for motion-compensated positioning based on patient-specific 4-D shape priors
[11]. As the underlying iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm [16, 17] for these surface
registration techniques is susceptible to local minima, the methods are restricted to re-
solving small initial misalignments. Targeting fully-automatic patient setup, Bauer et
al. and Placht et al. proposed feature-based approaches that are capable to cope with
gross initial misalignments [8, 10]. Both rely on matching feature descriptors that en-
code the local surface topography. Point correspondences between the intra-fractional
patient shape and a given reference then yield the aligning transformation (Fig. 1c).
More specifically, Placht et al. presented a mono-modal ToF-based solution where the
intra-fractional patient shape is aligned to an RI reference shape acquired prior to the
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Fig. 2: (a) 1-D respiration surrogates extracted from Microsoft Kinect data, dif-
ferentiating between thoracic (in green) and abdominal (in blue) motion. The
target region (left) is set individually for each patient. (b) Dense surface de-
formation tracking [18] from sparse RI measurements (depicted in blue), using
prior shape information from planning data (in gray). The magnitude of the
local displacements is color-coded.

first fraction [10]. Bauer et al. proposed a multi-modal surface registration scheme that
enables a direct alignment of intra-fractional structured light data (Microsoft Kinect)
to a reference shape extracted from pre-fractional tomographic planning data [8]. Both
studies indicate the feasibility of the approach, yet being restricted to phantom exper-
iments.

Real-time monitoring of the patient body holds great potential for the manage-
ment of respiratory motion, being a rapidly evolving field in modern medicine. Motion
management is of particular interest in image-guided RT for abdominal and thoracic
targets where motion induces a substantial source of error. Accounting for potential
targeting errors and to assure adequate dosimetric coverage of the tumor-bearing tis-
sue, large safety margins are typically applied. However, this comes at the cost of
irradiating surrounding radio-sensitive structures. To reduce tolerances between the
planned and actually delivered dose distribution, a multitude of techniques for respi-
ratory motion management have been developed over the past decades [19, 20]. Early
strategies in RI-based motion tracking were restricted to low-dimensional respiration
surrogates (cf. Fig. 2a). Schaller et al. presented a ToF-based system to acquire a
low-dimensional respiratory signal [21]. Lately, similar systems using Microsoft Kinect
have been presented by Xia et al. and Alnowami et al. [22, 23]. In contrast, recent
RT motion tracking solutions target dense surface deformation tracking that better
reflect the complexity of respiratory motion [24, 25]. In combination with 4-D CT or
MRI planning data, they can be used to establish patient-specific motion models [26]
that correlate external body deformation with internal tumor motion. These models
can then be applied for non-radiographic motion-compensated dose delivery. First ap-
proaches to reconstructing dense non-rigid torso deformations induced by respiratory
motion were proposed only recently, (Fig. 2b). Bauer et al. developed a joint varia-
tional formulation that simultaneously solves the intertwined tasks of denoising ToF
data and its registration to a reference surface [27]. Schaerer et al. studied the ap-
plication of a non-rigid extension of the ICP algorithm with a commercially available
stereo vision based RT solution [28]. Further promising approaches for dense surface
deformation tracking include sparse-to-dense shape registration based on a grid-type
triangulation sensor [18], and photometry-driven surface registration [29]. Let us fur-
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ther remark that the analysis of dense displacement fields also allows for an automatic
distinction between abdominal and thoracic respiration [30].

2.3 Motion Compensation in Tomographic Reconstruction

Beyond the discussed applications in RT, dense surface deformation tracking could also
help reducing motion artifacts in tomographic reconstruction. Gianoli et al. proposed
the use of marker-based surface tracking to extract a multi-dimensional respiration
surrogate for reducing artifacts in retrospective 4-D CT image sorting [31]. The experi-
ments revealed that using multiple surrogates reduced uncertainties in breathing phase
identification compared to conventional methods based on a mono-dimensional surro-
gate, cf. Sect. 2.2. In addition, RI-based body surface tracking is of particular interest
for motion compensation in nuclear medical imaging such as positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) and single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) [32]. Based
on previous concepts for motion compensation in PET/SPECT using marker-based
tracking [33, 34, 35], dense and real-time RI has been attracting interest in this field
lately [36, 37] Open issues in this context such as the calibration and synchronization
to the scanner are discussed in Sect. 6.

2.4 Guidance for Open and Percutaneous Interventions

Guidance systems for open and percutaneous interventions require additional intra-
operative imaging modalities to relate the present patient anatomy to the pre-operatively
acquired planning data. Current systems use either radiographic imaging modalities or
rely on tracking techniques that require additional markers to be attached to the instru-
ment and the patient. To date, many of those systems have not become widely accepted
in clinical routine because their benefit to the patient could not exceed the problems
arising from the additional hardware complexity, radiation exposure and higher costs.
Real-time RI constitutes an alternative for marker-less intra-operative acquisition of
the operation area. In recent years, a variety of applications emerged that utilize range
imaging cameras for intra-operative guidance, navigation and AR. One of the first ap-
proaches to assist open surgeries with marker-less guidance was presented by Cash et
al. [38, 39]. They proposed a system for image-guided liver surgery based on a laser
range scanner and presented a method for recovering soft-tissue deformations using in-
complete surface data [40]. Although this concept was presented using a laser scanner
for surface acquisition, it can be seen as the starting point for following research on
the application of RI technologies in open surgery.

Mersmann et al. [42] investigated the suitability of ToF cameras as intra-operative
modality for surface acquisition by comparing ToF and CT surfaces of explanted human
and porcine organs. Furthermore, they investigated the use of ToF cameras as a marker-
less inside-out tracking device for AR visualization during image-guided procedures as
opposed to the marker-based variant presented in [43]. Dos Santos [44] presented a
surface matching approach that allows for non-rigid intra-operative registration of ToF
data.

Wang et al [45] proposed a needle tracking algorithm that is able to track standard
biopsy needles within the field of view of the Microsoft Kinect camera without needing
to attach any additional markers. Due to their thinness, biopsy needles can hardly
be reconstructed in the depth map. Instead, the idea is to use the Kinect device as a
stereo camera with the infrared and the RGB sensor forming the stereo pair. Based on
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Fig. 3: Marker-less navigation concept for percutaneous needle insertions [41]. (a)
Projection of the virtual needle model into the image plane of the RI camera.
(b) AR view of the intensity image with projected final instrument position.

the needle being detected in both images separately, its 3-D pose can be estimated in
four degrees of freedom. In a first evaluation the feasibility of the approach was shown.
Navigated needle insertions have also been realized using range imaging techniques.
Nicolau et al. [46] were one of the first groups to use a custom-made structured light
camera system to assist percutaneous needle insertions. Having a video projector inte-
grated into their structured light system, they were also able to project an AR view of
internal organs directly onto the patient’s surface. Seitel et al. [41] proposed another
marker-less navigation approach for percutaneous needle insertions. Its main idea is to
use an RI camera as a single modality for patient localization and instrument guidance.
For guidance of the instrument, its virtual model is projected onto the image plane of
the intensity/RGB image of the RI camera to provide guidance information during
navigation, see Fig. 3. The accuracy of the presented approaches may not yet be suf-
ficient for clinical use, however, along with a prospective increase in depth resolution,
the integration of motion compensation methods and deformation models they hold
great potential for future clinical applicability.

2.5 3-D Endoscopy for Minimally Invasive Procedures

While open surgery involves cutting the skin and dividing the underlying tissues to
gain direct access to the surgical target, minimally-invasive surgery (MIS) is performed
through small incisions in the skin in order to reduce surgical trauma. Laparoscopic
surgery refers to MIS performed in the abdominal or pelvic cavities. As no direct
view on the surgical target is possible, an endoscopic camera is used to provide a 2-
D view of the anatomical structures as well as the instruments applied. Due to the
limited field of view, the difficult hand-eye coordination as well as the loss of depth
perception and tactile feedback, laparoscopic interventions generally require a lot of
skill and experience to be performed successfully. Hence, computer-assisted laparoscopy
is subject of ongoing research. One of the main difficulties to be addressed is again the
acquisition of the 3-D structure of the patient anatomy in an accurate, fast and robust
manner during the procedure (cf. Sect. 2.4). Optical techniques for laparoscopic 3-D
surface reconstruction can roughly be divided into two categories [47]. Passive methods,
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such as stereoscopy [48]), shape-from-shading [49], shape-from-motion (SfM) [50], and
simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) [51] need only endoscopic RGB images
as input. Active methods, such as structured light [52, 53] and ToF require controlled
light to be projected into the environment. For a comprehensive review of these different
techniques in the context of MIS we refer to Maier-Hein et al. [54]. In this chapter, we
review recent advances related to ToF endoscopy.

While all the passive and active methods enumerated above have already been
successfully applied in various fields, anatomic reconstruction for MIS poses several
specific challenges: Firstly, the methods must be able to cope with a dynamic environ-
ment. Furthermore, human tissue often tends to be of homogeneous texture, making
automatic feature detection and matching, required by most passive methods, difficult.
Finally, miniaturization is necessary in order to build small devices that fit into the
ports used in laparoscopic interventions. Behind this background, ToF imaging is a
very interesting alternative for 3-D surface reconstruction in laparoscopic surgery, be-
cause it is real-time compatible, does not rely on salient features and does not require
a baseline.

The first ToF-based endoscope was proposed by Penne et al. [55]. The authors com-
bined a commercial ToF camera featuring a lateral resolution of 64×48 px with a rigid
standard endoscope optics. The standard illumination units of the ToF camera were
replaced by a fiber-coupled high-power laser diode connected to the illumination fiber
bundle of the endoscope. In a subsequent study, a higher resolution ToF camera fea-
turing a lateral resolution of 204×204 px was used in a similar setup [56]. Recently, the
company Richard Wolf GmbH (Knittlingen, Germany) introduced their first prototyp-
ical ToF endoscope. It features both a white light source as well as a ToF illumination
unit and simultaneously generates range images (64×48 px), corresponding gray-scale
amplitude images and standard definition RGB images (640×480 px) at a framerate of
∼30 Hz. One application being addressed with these initial prototypes was laparoscopic
instrument localization [57]. Furthermore, first approaches to the fusion of endoscopic
ToF and SfM [58] as well as SLAM [59] have been proposed.

In the context of endoscopy, the major advantages of ToF compared to other recon-
struction techniques are the registered depth and intensity data at high framerates and
the compact design without scanning component or baseline. However, the reconstruc-
tion accuracy of the first prototypical ToF endoscopes is not yet sufficient for clinical
application, cf. Sect. 6.1. Still, due to the continuous technological advances related
to ToF as well as the growing number of applications in various areas, ToF measure-
ment precision and accuracy can be expected to increase further, thus making ToF
endoscopy a new technique with high potential for computer-assisted endoscopy. Ap-
plications besides intra-operative registration for AR guidance are instrument tracking,
collision avoidance in robotic-assisted MIS, and quantitative metric measurements.

3 Monitoring for OR Safety and Workflow Analysis

Monitoring the working area of operating rooms (OR) or intensive care units using
a multi-camera setup of conventional cameras or RI cameras has attracted increasing
attention lately [60, 61]. The reason for this interest is twofold. First, it can help
improve both medical staff and patient safety by monitoring human-robot interaction
(Sect. 3.1). Second, it holds great potential to analyze and optimize the efficiency of
clinical workflows (Sect. 3.2).
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3.1 Room Monitoring for Safety in Robot-assisted Interventions

Collision avoidance in interventional environments is an emerging topic with the in-
creased use of robotics in the OR. Real-time range imaging holds potential to ensure
safe workspace sharing in this context. Let us point out the requirements for an RI-
based collision avoidance system. First, it needs to have a low latency to cope with the
dynamics of the scene. The particular demands in terms of latency and framerate can
be derived from the given maximum velocity of the moving components in the scene.
Second, as the scene of an OR during intervention is usually rather complex, occlu-
sion will occur. Multiple cameras can be used to resolve the occlusion problem and
provide additional redundancy in the data. However, note that RI technologies such
as ToF or structured light suffer from signal interference that has to be coped with
(cf. Sect. 6). Another open topic is the optimal placement of cameras in a multi-camera
setup to ensure sufficient coverage of the monitored workspace. On the other hand, one
wants to use as few cameras as possible, because of interference, the amount of data
to be processed, and the cost of the system. The overall system accuracy is limited
by the individual sensor accuracy and the accuracy of the calibration of the sensors to
each other. Since the moving components usually cannot be stopped instantaneously, a
safety margin of the collision area in the centimeter range is mandatory. Consequently,
the accuracy demands in human-robot collision avoidance scenarios are in that range
as well.

The aim of the EU projects SAFROS [62] and ACTIVE [63] is to address the
described problems. For instance, Mönnich et al. and Nicolai et al. proposed an OR
supervision system based on multiple RI cameras [64, 65]. In particular, they used
seven ToF cameras in order to monitor the scene from different perspectives. Based on
extrinsic camera calibration, the system enables a volumetric reconstruction of the OR
workspace.

3.2 Monitoring, Analysis, and Modeling of Workflows

Another research direction where RI cameras are of great interest is the modeling,
recognition, analysis and interpretation of workflows and activities during surgery. A
computer system that is able to understand activities inside the OR has several po-
tential applications such as context-aware guidance and provision of user interfaces,
relevance based visualization, monitoring of the operation for unexpected events, auto-
matic documentation, or prediction of the remaining duration of a surgery. Most work
in this area is based on the concept of recording several medical procedures and gener-
ating a statistical model of the workflow. Later, during a running medical procedure,
intra-operative data from RI cameras is compared to this statistical model [66].

One example of using range images for workflow recognition has been shown by
Padoy et al., using a real-time 3-D reconstruction of a simulated OR that was obtained
from a multi-camera system [67]. Based on the 3-D reconstruction, the motion flow of
staff and objects inside the OR was computed and a statistical model was generated.
This model allows detection of surgical phases during a running surgery. Lea et al. used
a single RI camera to detect medical staff in a pediatric intensive care unit [68]. They
extracted features such as position, orientation and interaction between persons from
the range images. Based on these features they recognized different actions during
the intervention. There are also related applications that do not require a temporal
workflow model. For instance, Ladikos et al. [69] used a real-time 3-D reconstruction of
an OR to analyze radiation exposure during interventions. They recognize the position
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of OR staff with respect to an X-ray device and can model the radiation exposure over
the course of an intervention. Compared to standard radiation counters the advantage
of such a system is that the radiation exposure for each part of the body is simulated.
For inexperienced OR staff it is also very interesting that after the intervention it can be
visualized when and where the radiation exposure occurred to increase the awareness
of the dangers of radiation.

4 Touch-less Interaction and Visualization

Real-time range imaging also holds potential for touch-less interaction in sterile envi-
ronments (Sect. 4.1) and for on-patient visualization of medical data (Sect. 4.2). In this
section, we summarize the developments in these two emerging fields of application.

4.1 Touch-less Interaction in Sterile Environments

The recent advent of touch-less real-time user-machine interaction that came along with
the introduction of low-cost RI sensors has also evoked interest in the medical domain.
In particular, gesture control holds potential in areas such as interventional radiology,
neurosurgery or navigated surgery where volumetric scans such as CT or MRI are
commonly used for intra-operative guidance. There are two main arguments for using
touch-less interaction in medical interventions. First, the surgeon has to remain sterile.
This limits the usability of mouse and keyboard. Second, operating rooms are typically
packed. Therefore, workstations allowing access to medical images usually require the
surgeon to move away from the patient. Today, the surgeon commonly delegates the
interaction with computers to nurses. However, this often leads to misunderstandings
and delays, in particular for complex tasks. In general, there are different alternative
solutions to range imaging for touch-less interaction such as data gloves, accelerometers,
optical or magnetic tracking systems and hand recognition in color cameras. However,
these solutions either require hardware or markers to be worn by the user, or are
less robust. In the last decade, several systems for touch-less interaction using stereo
cameras [70], ToF imaging [71] and recently Microsoft Kinect [72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] have
been proposed. A commercially available system using infrared stereo cameras to access
patient records in the OR is offered by Karl Storz GmbH, Tuttlingen, Germany [78].
For a more general overview on RI-based gesture recognition we refer to Chap. Gesture
Interfaces with Depth Sensors.

As gesture-based interaction is not an established input method such as keyboards
or touch-screens, finding appropriate interaction metaphors is still a topic of ongoing
research. Existing prototypes use different concepts such as mapping the hand position
to the position of the mouse pointer and using clicking gestures [70, 72]. Other sys-
tems analyze gestures of the fingers [71, 73], the hands [73, 75, 74, 76, 79] or analyze
the hand position w.r.t. the body [76]. Most existing research prototypes allow navi-
gation through either 2-D or 3-D image data. For 2-D images, the selection of slices,
zoom and changing brightness and contrast are common operations that have been
implemented. For 3-D image viewing, rotation and translation are common operations.
Another functionality that has been implemented is the measurement of the size of
a structure [71]. Additional functions that have been tested in some prototypes are
control of OR parameters such as turning on or off the light [70, 79]. One common
problem of gesture-based user interfaces is to differentiate between intended and unin-
tended gestures. Different methods to address this issue have been proposed, such as
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Fig. 4: Concept of on-patient visualization. (a,b) The pose of the display and
thus the viewing direction of the user is continuously computed based on surface
data captured with a range imaging device [83], © DKFZ, Tobias Schwerdt.
(c) AR overlay of anatomical information in a magic mirror for education of
anatomy [84].

using a specific interaction zone [70, 73] or distance [72], using certain gestures [71],
using voice recognition to activate gesture recognition [76, 79] or analyzing the pose of
the user with respect to the display [74].

To evaluate the use of touch-less interactions for medical applications several studies
have been conducted, involving participants without medical background [71, 75, 77],
medical doctors in a simulated setup [76, 77] and medical doctors in real surgeries [80].
All studies reported results in favor of touch-less interaction. Most systems are still
prototypes and research on using gesture-based interaction in real medical interventions
has rarely been addressed. Nevertheless, gesture-based interaction holds great potential
as there is an increasing need for user interfaces to operate computer-based systems in
the OR and gesture-based user interfaces have substantial advantages over traditional
interfaces.

4.2 On-patient Visualization of Medical Data

The visualization of anatomical data for the purpose of disease diagnosis, surgical
planning, or orientation during interventional radiology and surgery is an integral part
of modern health care. However, only few medical imaging modalities are capable of
providing real-time images of the patient’s anatomy. A common procedure therefore
involves the acquisition of static 3-D image data, e.g. by means of CT or MRI scanners,
and subsequent manipulation and visualization of the acquired data on a workstation.
However, in such conventional techniques it is usually the task of the physician to
mentally transfer the 3-D virtual image to the patient, which requires considerable
skill and experience. In addition, navigation in the three-dimensional data set may be
rather cumbersome. To overcome these issues, methods for on-patient visualization dur-
ing medical interventions via AR, using head-mounted displays [81] or intra-operative
projector systems [82], for example, have been proposed. However, these AR systems
are typically expensive, require the attachment of markers to the patient, or are difficult
to integrate into the medical workflow due to bulky equipment.
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A novel alternative for intuitive and real-time on-patient visualization of anatomical
data are RI devices that allow for capturing the patient anatomy without markers and
in real-time. In particular, low-cost RI cameras hold potential for cost-sensitive applica-
tions such as medical education, training and rehabilitation. One promising application
involves tracking the pose of a person in order to visualize subsurface anatomical de-
tail via AR, as suggested by Maier-Hein et al. [83] and Blum et al. [84]. Maier-Hein et
al. [83] proposed mounting a ToF camera to a portable display or tablet for on-patient
visualization of medical images, as shown in Fig. 4a,b. The basic idea is to compute the
pose of the mobile display relative to previously acquired 3-D tomographic data set by
means of surface registration (cf. Sect. 2). Estimating the pose of the camera and thus
the viewing direction of the physician allows for visualization of internal anatomical
structures on the portable display as illustrated in Fig. 4b. In addition, navigation
through medical imaging data becomes more intuitive because it is performed directly
at the object of interest. As the quality of visualization depends on the accuracy of
surface registration, the authors proposed an anisotropic ICP variant [85, 86] that ac-
counts for the resolution and precision of RI devices in different directions. A trimmed
version of the algorithm, which allows for aligning partially overlapping surfaces, has
been also applied in this context [87].

Blum et al. [84] presented a system that involves tracking of a person in front of
a large screen that serves as a kind of mirror (cf. Fig.4c). Registration of the person’s
body surface, captured with an RI device, with a virtual patient model allows for
AR visualization of subsurface anatomical detail in the mirror. The system can be
applied for education purposes as it provides an intuitive visualization of anatomical
information. It can be further used to support patient-doctor communication, based
on the visualization of patient-specific data. Note that instead of surface registration
between the medical data and the RI-based shape of the user, full-body motion capture
methods (cf. Chaps. Full-Body Human Motion Capture from Monocular Depth Images
and A Survey on Human Motion Analysis from Depth Data) may be applied.

5 Diagnosis, Prevention and Support

In this section, we summarize the developments in diverse fields of applications. More
specifically, we review the use of real-time range imaging in elderly care (Sect. 5.1),
early diagnosis and screening (Sect. 5.2), rehabilitation (Sect. 5.3), and support for
handicapped people (Sect. 5.4).

5.1 Activity Assessment in Elderly Care

In-home activity assessment in elderly care is a rapidly evolving field. The need for care
facilities and the associated costs for the health insurance system can be alleviated by
low-cost systems that allow older adults to continue life in independent settings. These
systems focus on monitoring the health status, sharing information about presence and
daily activities, and providing on-line assistance and coaching. Low-cost range imaging
holds great potential in this context. For instance, recognition of early indicators of
functional decline such as deviations in gait using RI-based pose estimation [88] can
help preventing accidents, automatic detection of abnormal events such as falls [89]
can improve the respond time in emergency situations, and retrospective data analysis
can help understand the mechanisms that led to an event. In elderly care, both static
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installations [90, 91, 92, 93] and mobile robotic platforms [94, 95, 96] that incorporate
dense and real-time range imaging have been proposed. Most systems that rely on
human pose analysis exploit the mass-market proven skeletal tracking that ships with
Microsoft Kinect [97]. ToF-based pose estimation has been rarely considered [98, 99].

5.2 Early Diagnosis and Screening

The detection of abnormal behavior based on range imaging technologies also holds
potential for early diagnosis and screening, for different groups of patients. Informa-
tion about daily lifestyle and deviations from the normal can help in early diagno-
sis or progression analysis for cognitive impaired people such as Alzheimer’s [100] or
Parkinson’s disease patients [88]. Low-cost RI devices further open the possibility of
large-scale screening of at-risk groups. For instance, in developmental disorders such as
autism and schizophrenia, observing behavioral precursors in early childhood using 3-D
perception for activity recognition [101, 102] can allow for early intervention and thus
improve patient outcomes. In sleep monitoring, range imaging is gaining interest for
non-contact measurement of sleep conditions or diagnosis of sleep apnea, for instance
using ToF [103] or structured light [104] range imaging.

5.3 Treatment Support in Rehabilitation

RI sensors have also attracted interest in the field of physical therapy. The basic idea
of using serious games in rehabilitation is to increase motivation and engagement
of the patient, thus improving exercise performance, perseverance and rehabilitation
outcomes [105]. RI-based games are of particular interest, as the embedded sensors
simultaneously allow for a quantitative assessment of performance. Hence, the reha-
bilitation progress can be tracked and analyzed to modify the therapy, if necessary.
Furthermore, the workload of professional therapists is reduced. Low-cost RI systems
have lately been considered for tele-rehabilitation techniques [106, 107] that are benefi-
cial for translating skills learned in therapy to everyday life. Tele-rehabilitation systems
allow the therapist to monitor the patient during exercising at home, track their ac-
tivity and progress, and provide feedback. Recently, RI-based rehabilitation systems
for physically disabled patients [108, 109, 110, 111], chronic pain patients [112] and
patients after neurological injuries [113, 114] have been proposed. The vast majority of
approaches in the field of serious games builds on Microsoft Kinect, being inherently
embedded in an off-the-shelf gaming console.

5.4 Aids for Handicapped People

Recently, first approaches towards the use of assistive technologies to support handi-
capped people were proposed [115]. The integration of an RI device into an augmented
blindman’s cane or head-mounted systems could aid visually impaired people in nav-
igation by identifying and describing surroundings beyond the limited sensing range
of a physical cane [116, 117, 118, 119]. For instance, Gassert et al. [117] described the
augmentation of a white cane with a ToF sensor. Low-cost range imaging has been
also proposed for autonomous transportation vehicles that follow handicapped people
using 3-D perception [120].
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6 Practical Issues

Medical applications impose several practical demands on RI cameras, including real-
time capability and a high degree of absolute accuracy, reliability, and robustness. How-
ever, RI data are typically prone to inaccuracies due to technological limitations. In this
section, we identify issues that are specific for applications in health care (Sect. 6.1).
Dedicated software frameworks for RI processing that explicitly address medical appli-
cations are briefly outlined in Sect. 6.2.

6.1 Issues and Limitations

First and foremost, the enhancement of RI measurement data in terms of denoising and
correction of modality-specific systematic errors – such as intensity- or temperature-
related distance errors, motion artifacts, and outliers at depth discontinuities in ToF
imaging – assumes a critical role in the processing pipeline. In theory, some of these
systematic errors could be compensated for by a calibration procedure performed once
before clinical use. For ToF-based systems, a practical approach would further assume a
constant temperature after a warm-up period and a fixed integration time that must be
chosen in an application-specific manner. However, even though progress has been made
in understanding the underlying technological issues, a robust and holistic calibration
and correction of systematic errors is still an open field of research. This particularly
applies for the young discipline of ToF imaging, for a comprehensive treatment we refer
to Chap. Technical Foundation and Calibration Methods for Time-of-Flight Cameras.
Here, the focus is on practical aspects that are specific for medical applications. Thus
we conclude that the quality of RI data is a limiting factor concerning the spectrum of
medical applications that can be potentially addressed. Indeed, the achievable degree
of accuracy of today’s RI cameras hinders a more widespread usage.

The acquisition of RI data in a medical context poses several challenges. The sys-
tems typically face a dynamic and often unpredictable environment, and occlusions
that result from clinical staff or interventional devices such as linear accelerators or
C-arm CT systems that may temporally obstruct the field of view of the RI camera
(cf. Sect. 2). Yet, even in a static scenario with known acquisition geometry, small
reconstruction frustums, shallow acquisition angles or a large working distance may
deteriorate the quality of RI data or invoke self-occlusions. Applications where the
patient is partially covered by a blanket or equipment are even more challenging or
impossible to address with RI.

For many clinical scenarios, using a multi-camera acquisition setup can help to
improve the scene coverage in both dynamic and static environments (cf. Sect. 3).
However, this typically entails substantial efforts w.r.t. robust and recurrent intrinsic
and extrinsic calibration, potentially introducing an additional error source. Further-
more, available RI technologies such as ToF or structured light are known to suffer
from issues due to signal interference. For ToF imaging, several techniques to suppress
interference have been investigated, such as modulation frequency or code division
multiplexing (see [121] for an overview). For structured light, the usage of different
light frequencies for the pattern can be used. Maimone et al. [122] have proposed a
multiple Kinect system that involves vibrating the Kinects at distinct frequencies. If
the cameras support a framerate that is substantially higher than the overall required
framerate, temporal multiplexing with an external trigger may be used. In addition
to mutual signal interference in a multi-camera setup, the influence of the infrared
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part of ambient or high-intensity surgical lighting on RI reconstruction robustness and
accuracy should be investigated.

Besides acquisition constraints in a medical environment, surface and tissue prop-
erties of the observed object assume a decisive role. In particular for ToF-based open
surgery (Sect. 2.4) and endoscopic procedures (Sect. 2.5), translucent and glossy organ
surfaces impair RI measurements. For instance, specular highlights may cause invalid
depth measurements due to sensor saturation. Furthermore, reflective or absorbing tis-
sues and fluids such as blood [123] may lead to multi-path or sub-surface penetration,
signal attenuation and scattering issues with ToF imaging [124, 125, 126] that might
impair both absolute accuracy and signal-to-noise ratio. These are critical issues to be
addressed in future work. Note that similar effects occur with applications that involve
range imaging of the external body surface. In this context, different skin types may
influence the range measurements.

Another important issue for the application of RI technologies in health care con-
cerns a proper integration into clinical routine. The need for a warm-up period for
ToF devices, frequent re-calibration procedures for multi-camera setups, or frequent
re-calibration between the sensor and scanner coordinate systems might be problem-
atic for certain clinical workflows. For patient setup and monitoring solutions, system
calibration w.r.t. a treatment couch coordinate system has been shown to be man-
ageable. For instance, the VisionRT system being a widely established range imaging
system in RT relies on a calibration with a dedicated pattern [127]. In contrast, for
calibrating the RI coordinate system w.r.t. imaging modalities such as CT, MRI, US,
PET or SPECT, the design of customized calibration patterns may be necessary. This
also applies for the joint application of RI-based and conventional tracking solutions
using optical or electromagnetic markers. In addition, let us stress that the accuracy
of system calibration w.r.t. different modalities and coordinate systems highly depends
on the accuracy and reliability of the RI measurement data itself.

For RI-based guidance in computer-assisted intervention, an open field of research
beyond calibration concerns the relation of the measured external topography to the
internal structures given from tomographic data (CT/MR). In clinical practice, the
external shape acquired with an RI system during intervention typically does not co-
incide with the shape extracted from tomographic planning data due to non-rigid
deformations that occur due to body twist and bend, respiration, cardiac motion, or
tissue manipulation. Promising future directions involve the use of generic or patient-
specific models that correlate external motion to internal motion based on dynamic
4-D CT/MR data [24, 25]. Only little research has investigated the use of biomechan-
ical models propagating surface deformations to the internal structures known from a
static tomographic scan.

Range imaging systems that are intended to be used in surgical and endoscopic
interventions need to be compact. This implies several restrictions for the different
range imaging principles, such as miniaturized illumination units for ToF sensors in
general, sufficient light transmission for 3-D ToF endoscopy and a small baseline for
structured light sensors. In the context of endoscopic applications in MIS, errors caused
by background illumination can be neglected due to the controlled environment. On
the other hand, working in a cavity of reflecting tissue poses challenges regarding multi-
path reflexions. Furthermore, it is a great challenge to transmit enough light to the
tissue, which leads to a low signal-to-noise ratio in endoscopic ToF images and hence
a decreased measurement accuracy in camera direction compared to standard ToF
cameras. It is theoretically possible to increase measurement accuracy by operating
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the ToF device with a higher modulation frequency [128]. Due to the small working
volume in laparoscopic interventions, the reduced ambiguity range would be acceptable.

In conclusion, we stress that the integration of range imaging systems into clinical
routine is restricted due to the lack of certified standard hardware or the early prototype
stage of dedicated devices such as in 3-D endoscopy. This hinders experimental studies
involving patients and, thus, most research on surgical and endoscopic applications
relies on synthetic phantom or animal studies.

6.2 Software Frameworks

Two open-source frameworks have addressed range imaging in medical applications so
far: MITK-ToF [129] as an integration into the well-known Medical Imaging Interaction
Toolkit (MITK) [130] and the Range Imaging Toolkit (RITK) [131]. Both frameworks
build upon the Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [132], which is
considered as de-factor standard in open-source medical image processing. Whereas
the focus of MITK-ToF is more on the medical integration and interaction with other
modules, RITK has a strong focus on hardware accelerated multi-view range data
streaming to satisfy real-time demands in clinical practice, e.g. using general purpose
computing on graphics processing units (GPGPU). As a general RI framework, the
Point Cloud Library [133] has become popular in the computer vision community.

7 Discussion

In this chapter we have given an overview of the application of range imaging in different
fields of health care. While some are merely in a proof of concept state and still require
basic research to be done, others are already close to being employed in commercial
products. Most often, RI is used for localization and tracking of objects and persons in
3-D workspace. Commercially available systems that solve these tasks utilize marker-
based solutions or radiographic imaging. However, attaching markers is time-consuming
and complicates the workflow. Radiation on the other hand is harmful to both the
patient and medical staff. The main advantages of RI cameras are that they operate
touch-less (sterile), marker-free (no setup required), fast (real-time), and dense (non-
scanning).

Range imaging can help improve health care in many areas. Outside a clinical en-
vironment, even at home, body tracking and pose detection can support prevention,
rehabilitation, and remote diagnosis. Location and pose information is also required
for automatic patient positioning. When tracked over time, information about non-
rigid surface deformations can be used to compensate for patient motion, e.g. in to-
mographic reconstruction, or radiation therapy. With additional instrument tracking,
guidance is viable. Robust localization and 3-D surface information is also the basis
for AR applications that hold potential in interventional navigation as well as human-
doctor communication. Touch-less gesture recognition promises to solve the problem of
sterile human-machine-interaction in the OR. The technology is mature, however, its
widespread acceptance is hampered by the lack of a common, intuitive set of gestures.
Finally, 3-D endoscopy and room supervision are areas where range imaging creates
new types of data. Both hold great potential, but still require considerable research.

Future research on real-time RI in health care should cover three areas. First, there
are several open research questions which have to be tackled. Since the underlying tech-
nologies are relatively new and still immature to some degree, available RI cameras have
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shortcomings, which have to be resolved (e.g. systematic errors, low spatial resolution).
Further, the registration of RI measurements to data acquired with conventional med-
ical imaging modalities is important. Other open questions regard the adequacy of the
acquired data, e.g. whether external surface information is sufficient for tracking inter-
nal structures, or whether the achievable absolute accuracy is acceptable for a given
application. Second, everyday issues of current applications and prototypes must be
solved. This involves their integration into clinical scenarios and workflows, including
e.g. multi-camera setups, calibration and synchronization to a scanner or treatment
system, and real-time implementation of algorithms. Third, medical certification for
RI devices and related clinical applications is another fundamental requirement for the
progression of the field. Once these issues have been solved and range imaging technol-
ogy has been established in daily health care routine, it will lead to new, more efficient
and safe workflows.
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